Following renewed intensification of clashes between armed groups in Tripoli, at least 1,220 families (approximately 6,100 individuals) have been displaced over the past 48 hours from conflicted affected areas in Southern Tripoli, bringing the total of displacements since the onset of hostilities on 26 August to at least 5,065 families (~25,325 individuals).

Most displaced families are staying with family in private accommodation, however approximately 160 families temporarily gathered in schools and collective shelters in the Tripoli area. In light of the current situation an additional three schools have been prepared to receive IDPs in Tajoura.

The majority of displaced households originate from conflict-affected areas in Southern Tripoli. More details on displacement locations and areas of origin can be found on the second page of this report. DTM continues to monitor the situation.

Conflict-affected areas in Tripoli are highlighted in red. Please refer to second page for breakdown of displacements outside Tripoli.
AT LEAST

5,065

HOUSEHOLDS

DISPLACED FROM TRIPOLI SINCE 26 AUGUST

PRIMARY AREAS OF ORIGIN

Ain Zara
Salah Eddin
Qasr Ben Gashir
Ben Aoun
Khallat Al Furjan
Abusliem
Mashrou Al Hadba
Wadi Al Rabee
Trig Al Matar

DISPLACEMENT DESTINATIONS

10 Families displaced to Arruhaibat
10 Families displaced to Espiaa
10 Families displaced to Nalut
10 Families displaced to Jadu
15 Families displaced to Misrata
15 Families displaced to Thaher Al Jabal
17 Families displaced to Al Aziziya
23 Families displaced to Zintan
20 Families displaced to Brak
25 Families displaced to Surman
25 Families displaced to Gheryan
35 Families displaced to Zahra
40 Families displaced to Benghazi
35 Families displaced to Qasr Akhyar
40 Families displaced to Zliten
40 Families displaced to Msallata
45 Families displaced to Azzawya
45 Families displaced to Sirt
50 Families displaced to Sabratha
120 Families displaced to Janzour
150 Families displaced to Swani
180 Families displaced to Bani Waleed
250 Families displaced to Al Khums
290 Families displaced to Garabolli
540 Families displaced to Tajoura
895 Families displaced to Tarhouna
2,130 Families displaced to other neighborhoods in and around Tripoli, including Hai Al Andalus, Abu Sliem, Al Sabaa, Suq al Jumaa and Tripoli Center